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Solution structure of calmodulin and its complex
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Abstract - The solution structure of Ca2’ ligated calmodulin and of its complex with a
26-residue psptide fragment of skeletal muscle myosin light chain kinase (skIW.CK) have
been inv
by multidimensional NMR. In ths absence of psptide, the two glob&r
domains of caknodulin adopt the same structure as observsd in the crystalline form [2].
The so-callsd Wntral helix’ which is observed In the crystallins state Is dIsrupted in
solution. 15N relaxation studies show that residues Asp78 through Se&l, locatsd near the
middle of this ‘central helix’, form a very flexible link betweenthe two globular domains. In
the presence of skMLCK target peptkie, the peptids-protein complex adopts a globular
ellipsoidal shape. The helical peptide is located in a hydrophobic channel that goes
through the center of the complex and makes an angle of -4S’ with the long axis of the
ellipsoid.

Calmodulin(CaM)is a ubiquitousintracellularprotein of 148 residues (Mr 16.7 kD) that plays a key
role in coupling Ca2’ transientscaused by a stimulus of the cell surfaceto events in the cytosol [l].
It performsthis role by calcium dependentbinding
to a host of inlracell~ar enzymes. The crystal
structme of calmodulin shows a highly unusual
dumbbell type shape, where two globulardomains

(eachcontainingtwo calciumbinding sites) areconnected by a 2ksidue long a-helix [2, 31. This
so-calkd ‘centralhelix’, which actually shows signifkant distortionsnear its middle in the crystalline
state @I, has been the subjectof much debate. For
example, small angle X-ray scatWing studies were
interpxetedby different workers to confirm the
presenceof a rigid ‘centralhelix’ in solution [4] and
as evidence that the ‘centralhelix’ must be bent or
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become feasible only very recently by the
introduction of advanced NMR methodology. This
new methodology, largely developed using CaM as
a test protein [6 , relies on the incorporation of the
stable isotopes 13C and “N in the protein. The
NMR spectra of such a uniformly isotopically
enriched protein can be separated in three or four
orthogonal frequency dimensions, thereby greatly
decreasing resonance overlap and facilitating
spectral interpretation [6-8]. In addition, these
stable isotopes provide very direct access to the
study of internal protein mobility and thus enable
the detailed characterization of both the structure
and the dynamics of the CaM ‘central helix’.

Results and Discussion
Structureof the CaM ‘central helix

During the assignment process [13] of CaM, it
became clear from the observed NOE patterns that
for residues in the two globular domains (residues
T5 through R74 and ES3 through T146) of CaM the
solution structure is very close to that previously
observed in the crystalline state [2, 31. Because of
the large amount of labor required for determining a
high resolution NMR structure, the solution
structure of each of the individual domains was not
redetermined. Instead, our NMR investigation has
focused mainly on a detailed characterixation of the
‘central helix’ in CaM.
The main NMR indicators for a-helical structure
Materials and Methods
in proteins am the characteristic short distances [141
between the amide protons of adjacent residues,
Recombinant Drosophila CaM was prepared using between the Ca proton of residue i and the amide
Escherichia coli (strain AR58) harboring the PAS proton of residue i+3, and between the Ca proton of
expression vector [9]. Uniform labeling with 13C residue i and the Cp proton of residue k3. These
and ‘% at levels of mom than 95% was obtained by short distances give rise to so-called d&$+1),
growing the bacteria in M9 minimaI media with dm(i,i+3) and Q(i,i+3) NOE connectivities. The
[15N]-Nl%Cl(1 g/l) and [13Cal-glucose(3 g/l) as d&i,i+l) NOE is weak in an &helix because of
the sole nitrogen and carbon sources, respectively. the relatively long distance between the CU proton
A 2.5 1 cell culture yielded -20 mg purified CaM. of residue i, and the amide of residue i+l [14]. A
The 26-residue unlabeled synthetic peptide compris- string of adjacent residues with small values (16 Hz)
ing the CaM binding domain (residues 577-602) of for the J coupling, 3J~~a, between the amide and
skeletal muscle myosin light chain kinase, common- the Ca proton and positive secondary chemical
ly referred to as Ml3 [lo], was purchased from shifts for the r3C, resonances (A13Ca)115, 161 are
Peptide Technologies (Washington, DC, USA) and additional indicators for a-helical structure. Finally,
used without further purification. Sample pmpar- hydrogen bonded amides in an cl-helix are expected
ationscontainedl 15mMCaM 45-65mMCa2+
to exchange relatively slowly with solvent because
.
.
100 mM KCl, pH-6.3-6.8, and ohe molar equivalent the exchange event requires breaking of the
of Ml3 peptide for studies of the M13-CaM hydrogen bond.
corn lex. All experiments were conducted at 35’C.
Figure 1 summarr‘xes the above mentioned
RN NMR relaxation experiments were carried parameters for the central helix in CaM. As can be
out on a modified Bmker AM-500 spectrometer. seen from this figure, the residues at the beginning
Details regarding the experimental set-up am pms- (E66K77) and end (E82F92) of the ‘central helix’
ented elsewhere [ll, 121. Experiments for deter- show the signatures of cc-helical conformation.
mination of the 3D structum of the CaM-Ml3 However, from D78 through S81, the conformation
complex were conducted both at 500 MHZ ‘H is clearly not helical, based on the strong QrN(i,i+l)
frequency on the above mentioned Bmker AM-500 and absent d&i,i+l)
NOES. rapid hydrogen
spectrometer and on a Bmker AMX-600 spectro- exchange, and near-xero values for the secondary
meter, operating at 600 MHx ‘H frequency, and Ca and Cp (not shown) shifts. These observations
equipped with Bmker hardware for carrying out the for D7&s81 am most compatible with an
required triple resonance experiments.
unstructured ‘random coil’ conformation for these
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1 summary of the Nh4R parametersmeasured for residues G61-D93 in Ca”-saturated CaM. Amide protons that exchange faster
.
than 10 s-’ at pH 7,35%, am marked by open circles. Asterisks mark amide protons that am not tilly exchaaged 10 min a!& the
protein is dissolved in DzO at 25’C, pH 6.75. The thme-bondJHMI~cxnqhgs am indhtcd by numbexs. Couplings ma&cd ‘u’ am
bm with a thick~ss de&n&d by the NOE
unresolved, (55 Hz). ‘I’&&, + and dt.~~NOE connectivities am markedby botital
intansity. The d4N(i,it3) and deN(1,1+3)l&s indicate an observed NOE connectivity. In addition to the d&i,it3) conne&ivities
marked, d&,1+3) was also observed for E671T70.F68/M71, L69IM72 and TWA73, but these cumectivities wem accidently omitted
from the figure. The bar graph marked A”& shows the secondary C, chemical shik The bottom of the figum delineates tba
secondary structure,detumined on the basis of NOE, J coupling, and secondaryCa chemical shift pattems. Adapted fiun (131

residues. Note, however, that the exact location
where the helix transforms into a ‘random coil’ is
not clearly defined as, for example, secondary Ca
shifts for K75 and lW6 are aheady smaller than
expected for an &helix and the amide proton
exchange rate gradually increases for residues
K75-D78 [17]. The beginning of the second half of
the ‘central helix’ at E82 is defined much more
sharply by a clear transition in the NOE pattern
from intense d&i&+1) NOES to intense dm(i,i+l)
NOES, a relatively sharp increase in secondary C&
chemical shift, and a sharp decrease in hydrogen
exchange rate.

Dynamics of CaM

The findings mentioned above are strongly
indicative of a ‘flexible hinge’ type connection,
formed by residues D78S81, between the two
globular CaM domains. However, the degree of
flexibility cannot be quantified on the basis of the
parameters reported in Figure 1. In proteins which
are isotopically enriched with ‘%I, a detailed
characterization of the protein backbone dynamics
can be accomplished in a straightforwardmanner by
[18]. A detailed
‘%J relaxation Bnts
discussion of the relaxation mechanisms falls
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beyond the scope of this article aud only a brief motions that occur 00 a time scale, 7e. The effect of
qualitative discussion of the salieut points will be such internal motions is most easily analyzed using
presented. Three different “N relaxation para- the model-free approach developed by Lipari and
meters are of most practical importance for charact- Szabo [19]. Iu this approach, a mixture of the
erizing its dynamics: the longitudinal relaxation spectral density function, J(o), associated with the
time, Tl, the transverse relaxation time, T2, aud the slow overall molecular tumbling, J&I), and the
‘%I-{‘H} heteroouclear NOE. It is important to spectral density caused by the fast internal motions,
realize that all these relaxation processes are domio- J&I& is assumed:
ated by the ‘H-l% magnetic dipole-dipole ioteraction. Therefore, it is the time dependence of the
J(o) = 3 Js(o) + (1 - 3) J&o) . . . . Eq. 1
orientation of each NH bond vector in the protein
which determines the relaxation properties of a where J&) = 7d[l + (w7$l and Jint(o) = 741 +
given ‘5N nucleus.
(07)2], with l/7 = 1/7e + 1/7~, 7e being the time
The Tl relaxation time is the time coostaut for scale of the internal motions. The degree of
the ‘%I magnetization to return to its equilibrium internal flexibility is thus described by the
value. This relaxation involves a large change iu generalized order parameter 9. This approach for
energy to flip nuclei that are oriented autiparallel to the simultaneous analysis of both the reorientation
the magnetic field into a parallel orientation. The of the entire protein aud its internal dynamics is
TI relaxation process is most efficient for NH bond valid in&p- eodeot of the type of internal motion.
vectors that reorient with a characteristic rotational If, for example, the internal motions are described
correlation time 7c, equal to U(W), where ONis the by free diffusion in a cone with semiaugle a, the
aIlgtllat. 15N resonance frequency, expressed in general- ized order parameter is nzlated to 01
radians per second (27~x 50.7 MHz iu our experi- according to:
ments). Thus, Tl relaxation is most rapid for a correlation time k -3 OS. 10 macromolecules, the
ti = [cosol (1 + COSCC)/~]~
. . . . . . . . . . . Eq. 2
transverse relaxation time, T2, is dominated by
The ‘H-{%} NOE and the Tl and T2
‘incomplete averaging’ of the ‘H-l% dipolar
interaction. The instantaneous ‘%J nsooauce daxatioo times have been measumd for 114
frequency depends on the size of the truncated backbone amides in CaM which show non- over%-‘H dipolar interaction, i.e. 00 the orientation of lapping resonances in the ‘%I-‘H shift correlation
the NH bond vector with respect to the static spectrum. The results are summatized iu Figuxe 2
magnetic field. Rapid random reorientation of the (panels a-c).
For amides with an NOE > -0.6, the correlation
molecule averages this time dependent dipolar
contribution to the 15Nresonance frequency to zero. time, 7cc,with which ao individual bond vector
However, if reorientation of the molecule is not reorients cau be calculated from the T1iT2 ratio [181.
infinitely fast, the incomplete averaging results in a These 7c values are shown iu Figure 2d. As can be
rapid decay of % transverse magnetization. There- seen, the G values are remarkably similar to one
fore, transverse relaxation times moootooically another within each of the two domains, the small
decrease with increasing correlation time, ‘rc. Fioal- degree of variation iu 7c is mainly caused by
ly, the “N-{‘H} NOE represents the ratio of the random measurement error. The closeness of the 7~
value of the ‘%J magnetization in thermal equilib- values indicates that the individual domains reorient
rium iu the presence aud absence of saturation of nearly isotmpically. If calmodulio were tumbling as
the ‘H transitions. For correlation times longer than a rigid dumbbell, hydrodynamic calculations show
-3 OS,the NOE is close to a limiting value of 4.8.
that the apparent correlation times derived from the
For 7c < 0.1 OS,the NOE has a value of - -3.5.
T1/T2ratios would be 1.5 times longer for NH bond
Above, it has beeu assumed that the protein vectors parallel to the long dumbbell axis compared
reorients as a rigid body. However, iu practice the to NH bond vectors perpendicular to this axis 1121.
xelaxatioo is influenced substantially by internal 10 fact, it is interesting to note that the average
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for low order parameters (i.e. high internal mobility)
in the loops connecting helices B and C and helices
F and G. Within the ‘central helix’, the generalized
order parameter Sa is very close to its regular value
of 0.85 up till residue A73. No accurate relaxation
times could be measured for R74 and K75 because
of partial resonance overlap. However, from M76
(9 = 0.72) through T79 (.!? = 0.49) the order
parameters steadily decrease. Order parameters
remain low for D80 (0.54) and S81 (0.60) and are
back to a value that is compatible with a rigid
stmcture at ES2 (3 = 0.80).
The ‘%J relaxation study quantitates the degree
of flexibility in the ‘central helix’ and finds the
increase in flexibility to be most pronounced for
residues D78-S81 (Sa I 0.6), exactly the same
residues that were implicated to be in a ‘raudom
coil’ conformation based on the NMR parameters
shown in Figure 1. The % relaxation experiments
show that: (a) the correlation times for the
N-termiual and C-terminal domains am different and
proportional to the size of the domain; (b) the
correlation times for the individual amide bond
vectors vary to a much lesser degree than predicted
by hydrodynamic calculations for rigid dumbbell
models; and (c) the order parameters for residues
near the middle of the ‘central helix’ are low. These
findings strongly support the ‘flexible tether
hypothesis’, where the central helix serves merely to
keep the two domains in close proximity for binding
to their target. As will be discussed below, this high
degree of flexibility is indeed essential for CaM
binding to the Ml3 peptide.
Structureof the CaM-Ml3 complex

correlation time of residues in the C-terminal
domain is somewhat shorter than in the N-terminal
domain, as would be expected for a larger body (the
N-terminal domain) connected to a smaller rigid
body (the C-terminal domain) via a flexible linker
(D78S81).
The ‘SN relaxation results provide another
independent method for defming the exact location
of the flexible hinge in the ‘central helix’. As can
be seen from Figure 2e, the order parameters for the
individual bond vectors along the backbone of the
individual CahI domains are quite uniform, except

Ca2+-saturatedCaM has a high affinity (-lo+ M)
for a 26 residue peptide, known as M13, which
comprises residues 577-602 of skeletal muscle
myosin light chain kinase [lo]. This peptide and
many others that exhibit a high affinity for CaIvlare
positively charged and have the propensity for
a-helix formation [20]. Indeed, circular dichroism
studies of CaM complexed with Ml3 have shown
an increase in cr-helicity for the complex compared
to Ca2’-saturated Cah4 alone, suggesting that the
peptide adopts an cl-helical conformation in its
complex with CaM. However, because of the

difficultyof

growing X-ray suitable crystals of the
CaM-Ml3 complex, no crystal structure for the
complex has been reported. We have succeeded,
however, in determining its structure in solution
[21]. using NMR techniques. Below, the salient
points of this work will be briefly discussed.
Two different approaches can be taken to
determine the peptide confomration in the CaMMl3 complex. Fiit, if the Fptide is isotopically
enriched with “N and/or C, the new isotope
directed 3D NMR methods can be used to
selectively highlight the signals of protons attached
to these enriched %/r3C nuclei. Uniform isotopic
enrichment of synthetic peptides is prohibitively
expensive, however. A compromise approach,
enriching only the backbone amides of the ‘cheap’
amino acids in the peptide representing the
GM-binding domain smooth muscle MLCK was
taken by Roth et al. [22] and these workers indeed
found the peptide to be in an a-helical conformation, albeit with a distinct kink near its middle. We
have taken a different a proach: by using unlabeled
peptide and uniformly IPN and 13Cenriched CaM, it
was possible to select only signals from those
protons that am not attached to 13Cor “N, reducing
the spectral complexity to that of the peptide alone.
This study of the Ml3 peptide showed it to be
&helical from residue R3 through S21, with a
substantial degree of mobility for its five C-terminal
residues [23].
The next stage of the structural study of the
complex involves the determination of peptideprotein NOES. Using the fact that the peptide is
unlabeled, whereas CaM is enriched uniformly with
“N and 13C, the most straightforward NMR
approach for identification of intermolecular NOES
involves faltering of the signals in such a way that
only NOE interactions between a 12C- and a 13Cattached proton are observed. In order to reduce
spectral overlap and to facilitate spectral assignment,
these ‘H-‘H interactions am separated into a third
dimension (the chemical shift of the 13Cattached to
the CaM proton). An example of several important
interactions observed in this manner is shown in
Figure 3, which displays NOES between the CE
methyl protons of CaM Met-145 and the ring
protons of peptide residue W4. This same region of
the 3D spectrum shows NOES between the ring

protons of peptide residue F8 and CaM residues
A88 and 185, located in the C-tezminal half of the
‘central helix’.
Figure 4 summarims all the intermolecular
NOES observed for the CaM-Ml3 complex. Most
of these interactions involve hydrophobic residues.
Of particular importance appear to be the numerous
NOE interactions between peptide residue W4 and a
cluster of hydrophobic residues in the C-terminal
domain, and between peptide residue F17 and a
cluster of hydrophobic residues in the N-terminal
domain. Sequence analysis of a substantial number
of peptides with high affiity for CaM shows that
two hydrophobic residues, separated by a stretch of
12 residues, constitute a common featum of these
peptides, suggesting that they all interact with CaM
in a similar manner [21].
As shown in Figure 4, a number of peptide
residues show NOES to both the N- and C-terminal
domains of CaM. Particularly interesting am the
NOES observed between peptide residue S12 and
CaM residues M72 and A88, both located in the
‘central helix’. Clearly the NOEs observed between
Ml3 and CaM ate incompatible with the structure
observed for CaM in the crystalline state (in the
absence of M13). Although the Ml3-CaM NOES
would be sufficient for model building of the
complex, using the assumption that the two globular
domains do not change their structure, we decided
to go ahead and determine the structure of the entire
complex instead. This involves the additional
analysis of a very large number of NOES within
CaM, which determine the structure of the
individual domains. In the fast rounds of analysis
of the NOE spectrum, 1490 such NOES have been
identified. Although this number of distances, even
when supplemented by 133 inteolecular NOES
and 164 intramolecular Ml3 NOES, is quite small
for a 20 kD complex, it is sufficient to build a
medium resolution structure. A total of 24 such
structures were calculated. A ribbon diagram
displaying the backbone conformation of the
complex is shown in Figure 5. Particularly striking
is the high degree of symmetry of the complex in
this particular view. A more detailed discussion and
additional views of this complex have been presented elsewhere [211.
When only considering CaM residues 6-73 and
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83-146, the atomic root-mean-square (rms) complex with M13. This NMR work settles the
distribution about the mean coordinate position for dispute about the solution conformation of the CaM
the 24 calculated structums is 1.4 Bi. The confom~- ‘central helix’ and clearly shows that the middle of
ation of residues R74-Eg2 is poorly detetmined by this ‘central helix’ adopts a highly flexible structum,
the NMR data because of a lack of long range which in no respect rese&Ies an a-helix. CaM,
NOES for these residues. These ‘central helix’ therefore, is a clear example where studies of the
residues are part of a flexible and solvent exposed structure in solution, using NMR, and in the
loop that surrounds the peptide (Fig. 5). Rapid crystalline state, using X-ray crystallography, offer a
exchange rates for the amide protons of CaM quite different view.
residues K75-ES2 [17] con&m this finding.
The flexible nature of the ‘central helix’ is
essential for binding its target peptides in the
manner illustrated in Figure 5, as the middle of this
Conclusions
‘central helix’ has to bend around the cz-helical
peptide. Qualitatively, this structure of the complex
Dramatic advances in NMR methodology that have resembles that of the class III model for the
occurred during the last 5 years have made it complex, proposed by Persechini and Kmtsinger
possible to obtain a detailed picture of the structure [24]. The general features of this model and the
and dynamics of proteins such as CaM and its Nh4R-based structure, namely the two domains
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NL!.5 Ribbon diagram repxcsentationof the CaWM13 complex, viewed parallel to the helical Ml3 peptide @en).

TheCaM

N-k:rminaldomain is shown in blue, the C-terminaldomain in red. Adapted from [21]

coming in close proximity to form a hydrophobic
channel occupied by an a-helical peptide, are
similar in the two cases. The main differences
relate to the reverse orientation of the peptide, and
the relative positioning of the two CaM domains.
This latter difference results from the constraint
used in the modelling study to leave the X-ray
crystal structure as intact as possible, and pemritting
only the backbone angles of residue S81 to vary.
As a result, when the carboxy-temkral domain of
the model and of our NMR structure are
superimposed, the amino-temrinal domains show an
rms displacement of -8 A.
The structure calculated for the CaM-Ml3
complex is of much lower precision than what is
obtainable from a more detailed spectral analysis
[251. For example, no stereospeciflc assignments of

Cg methylene protons or of the methyl groups of
valine and leucine residues have been used so far.
Also, a large number of long range NOES,
particularly in crowded spectral regions, have not
yet been identified. It is anticipated that a more
detailed study of the C&I-M13 complex, using
these additional structural parameters, wilI yield a
structure with a precision that is similar to that
obtained for the protein interleukin-l& which has
been considered comparable in resolution to a -2 A
crystal structure [25].
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